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Major histocompatibility complex class II locus DRB variation
was investigated by single-strand conformation polymorph-
ism analysis and sequence analysis in the two subspecies of
Pyrenean chamois (Rupicapra pyrenaica) endemic to the
Iberian Peninsula. Low levels of genetic variation were
detected in both subspecies, with seven different alleles in R.
p. pyrenaica and only three in the R. p. parva. After applying
the rarefaction method to cope with the differences in sample
size, the low allele number of parva was highlighted. The low
allelic repertoire of the R. p. parva subspecies is most likely
the result of bottlenecks caused by hunting pressure and

recent parasitic infections by sarcoptic mange. A phyloge-
netic analysis of both Pyrenean chamois and DRB alleles
from 10 different caprinid species revealed that the chamois
alleles form two monophyletic groups. In comparison with
other Caprinae DRB sequences, the Rupicapra alleles
displayed a species-specific clustering that reflects a large
temporal divergence of the chamois from other caprinids, as
well as a possible difference in the selective environment for
these species.
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Introduction
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is the
foremost genetic component of the mammalian immune
system, as the genes located in this genomic region are
crucial for the initiation of the adaptive immune
response. In humans and in domestic ungulates, the
MHC class II DRB1 homologues are the most poly-
morphic loci in the entire genome, and much of the
variation is located in the functionally important
peptide-binding regions (PBR). Most natural mammal
populations studied also possess high MHC diversity, in
terms of both the number of alleles present and the
extent of sequence variation among alleles (Potts and
Wakeland, 1990). The high polymorphism detected in the
MHC region has been associated with the effectiveness of
its immunological self/non-self-recognition function. It
appears to change rapidly in response to evolving
infectious agents that periodically affect natural popula-
tions (Yuhki and O’Brien, 1990), suggesting that MHC
variability is maintained by natural selection. Given a
connection between MHC variability and the ability of
the immune system to respond to a higher variety of

pathogens, it has been suggested that species or
populations with low MHC diversity might be particu-
larly vulnerable to infectious diseases (O’Brien and
Evermann, 1988; Gutierrez-Ezpeleta et al., 2001).

However, limited MHC polymorphism in the
Eurasian beaver (Ellegren et al., 1993), moose (Mikko
and Andersson, 1995), musk ox, roe or fallow deer
(Mikko et al., 1999) appears not to have hampered
population expansion following recent bottlenecks. Data
from a broader range of species living in different
environments and with different lifestyles might, there-
fore, shed more light on the causes and consequences of
reduced MHC polymorphism in natural populations.
Accordingly, several studies have been performed in the
last 5 years on the MHC-DRB1 gene of different wild
caprinids: bighorn sheep (Ovis Canadensis; Gutierrez-
Ezpeleta et al., 2001), Spanish ibex (Capra ibex; Amills
et al., 2004), Soay sheep (Charbonnel and Pemberton,
2005) and Alpine chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra, Schaschl
et al., 2004). A limited allelic repertoire of the DRB1 gene
was detected in the Spanish ibex (six alleles, He¼ 0.562–
0.659), while extensive allelic and nucleotide variability
was found in bighorn sheep (21 different alleles,
He¼ 0.742 in a sample of 213 animals) and Alpine
chamois (19 alleles in 59 animals). These results were
unexpected and may reflect responses to different factors
such as fragmented habitats, population crashes or a
possible relaxed pathogen-driven selection in Alpine
habitats.
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Chamois (genus Rupicapra) are mountain ungulates
presently distributed over most of the medium- to high-
altitude mountain ranges of Southern Europe, the
Balkans and the Middle East. There are two extant
chamois species: R. rupicapra (Alpine chamois) and
Rupicapra pyrenaica (Pyrenean chamois) (Masini and
Lovari, 1988). Although long considered to be subspe-
cies, they are now classified as distinct species, probably
separated during the Middle Pleistocene. The R. pyr-
enaica species consists of three subspecies (pyrenaica,
parva and ornata), two of which are endemics of the
Iberian Peninsula: R. p. pyrenaica in the Pyrenees and
Rupicapra pyrenaica parva, in the Cantabrian mountains.
The third (Rupicapra pyrenaica ornata) is restricted to the
Massif of Abruzzo, Italy. The Iberian subspecies differ in
morphology (the Cantabrian chamois is smaller) and in
the color of the coat, being reddish in summer and light
gray in winter in the Pyrenean population, and yellowish
and dark gray in the Cantabrian population.

The health of the populations also differs. The population
dynamics of R. p. parva, like R. rupicapra populations in
large parts of the eastern Alps, are influenced by sarcoptic
mange epidemics, an infection of Sarcoptes rupicaprae
(Fernández-Morán et al., 1997). However, sarcoptic mange
has not been detected in the Pyrenean chamois R. p.
pyrenaica (Arnal and Fernández de Luco, 2004).

The analysis of genetic variability in two subspecies
with different demographic histories could reveal the
genetic impact of demographic bottlenecks and the
evolution of MHC polymorphism.

Thus, this study has two aims:

(1) To estimate the MHC variability of the two R.
pyrenaica subspecies of the Iberian Peninsula, and

(2) To analyze the evolution of DRB gene polymorphism
in Pyrenean chamois, in comparison with the Alpine
chamois.

Materials and methods

Samples and collection sites
The total population of chamois in the Pyrenees in Aragon
(Spain) is estimated to be nearly 15000 animals. A number
of Natural Management Areas (NMA) have been deli-
neated to encompass mountain massifs, as the main annual
movements are migrations in altitude (Herrero et al., 2004).
Overall, around 500 animals (males and females) are
hunted every year (Herrero et al., 2004). When possible,
samples were collected by gamekeepers and stored in
alcohol. Samples from animals included in this study all
came from sport hunting practiced in game reserves
managed by the regional government of Aragon and were
located in nine different management areas along the
French/Spanish border. Our objective was to collect at least
10 random samples from each location, but we obtained
smaller samples in some of the NMA because of smaller
population size (Peña Forca and Punta Suelsa) or because
of national park status (Monte Perdido).
The current estimated population size of R. p. parva is

about 6000 individuals (Pérez et al., 2002). The samples
included in this study all came from sport hunting
practiced in game reserves managed by the regional
government of Asturias, and were kindly donated by
Dr A Domı́nguez (University of Oviedo, Spain).
Muscle tissue samples were derived from 98 free-

living Pyrenean chamois (R. p. pyrenaica subspecies) shot
between 1997 and 2000, and from 32 free-living chamois
of the R. p. parva subspecies, which were shot in 1995 in
three different hunting areas of the Cantabrian moun-
tains in eastern Asturias (see Figure 1 and Table 1).

PCR, SSCP and sequencing
Genomic DNA was extracted from chamois samples
using the phenol/chloroform method (Sambrook et al.,

Figure 1 Sampling locations, as follows: R. p. parva in the Cantabrian mountains. (A) Somiedo (1) located in the west (CBW), and Aller (2) and
Caso (3) located in the east (CBE); R. p. pyrenaica (B) in the Aragonese Pyrenees: Peña Forca (4), Bixaurin (5), Anayet (6), Biñamala (7),
Monte Perdido (8), Liena (9), Punta Suelsa (10), Posets (11) and Maladeta (12).
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1989). After testing different sets of primers, and due to
the high number of alleles amplified in sheep (Arrieta-
Aguirre et al., 2006), the goat primers DRB 1.1 and 1.2
(Amills et al., 1995) were chosen for this study. PCR
amplifications were conducted in 50 ml reactions contain-
ing 5ml PCR buffer, 100 ng of genomic DNA and final
concentrations of 0.12 mM primer, 100mM deoxynucleo-
tides, 1.0mM MgCl2 and 1.5 units of Taq DNA
polymerase (Bioline, London, UK). After preheating at
941C for 5min, 40 amplification cycles were performed,
followed by incubation at 721C for 10min. Each
amplification cycle consisted of three steps: 60 s at 941C
for denaturing, 90 s at 601C for annealing and 90 s at 721C
for elongation.

Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP)
analysis was carried out according to the method
described by Orita et al. (1989), albeit with some
modifications. A total of 1ml of amplified solution was
mixed with 6ml of denaturing solution (USB, Cleveland,
Ohio, USA) containing formamide. The mixtures were
denatured at 951C for 5min, immediately cooled on ice
and applied to a 12% nondenaturing polyacrylamide
minigel. Electrophoresis was carried out for 130min at
300V, in 1� Tris-Borate-EDTA buffer and at a constant
room temperature of 171C. Single-strand DNA fragments
were detected by silver staining. All the animals
presented two or four bands (homozygous with two
single-stranded bands or heterozygous with two pairs of
single-stranded bands), suggesting that we were analyz-
ing a single locus, which was named MhcRupy-DRB1
(Klein et al., 1990). No deletions or stop codons were
found among these nucleotide sequences, suggesting
that we were not amplifying a pseudogene. However, no
expression study has been performed, so the sequences
obtained are putative MHC genes.

PCR amplicons of each SSCP pattern were cleaned
using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen,
GmbH, Hilden, Germany). Purified PCR products were
sequenced in both directions in an ABI 310 DNA

Sequence Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA) automated sequencer, following the ABI
PRISM BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready
Reaction Kit (Applied Biosystems) protocol. The se-
quences of the three most common alleles were obtained
by analyzing independent PCR products from nine
homozygous samples. Homozygous samples were di-
rectly sequenced on both strands. The sequence of the
remaining five alleles, present only in heterozygous
individuals, was deduced by comparing the heterozy-
gous individuals detected by SSCP with one allele in
common with a corresponding homozygous. At least
two independent amplicons were analyzed for each
SSCP pattern, corresponding to different individuals or
different amplifications of the same individual.

Statistical and phylogenetic analysis
Different measures of genetic diversity were estimated:
number of alleles by direct counting, effective number of
alleles (ne), number of alleles by rarefaction, and
observed and expected heterozygosity. The effective
number of alleles (ne) is the number of equally frequent
alleles that would be required to produce the same
heterozygosity as observed in an actual population, and
is calculated as the reciprocal of the expected homo-
zygosity ne¼ 1/

P
fi2. The rarefaction method (Hurlbert,

1971; Petit et al., 1998) was employed to correct the
variation in sample size in the measurement of the
number of alleles or allelic richness. A simplified version
of the CONTRIB program was used to make these
computations and is available at www.pierroton.inra.fr/
labo/software. Deviation from Hardy–Weinberg equili-
brium was tested using the Markov chain permutation
test in GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset, 1995).

A population phylogenetic tree was created using the
neighbor-joining method based on the Da distance (Nei
et al., 1983) calculated among all sampled populations
with the statistical package populations (Langella, 2002).

Table 1 MhcRupy-DRB1 allele frequency distribution

Subspecies and locations N DRB1 allele

*01 *02 *03 *04 *05 *06 *07 *08

R. p. parva
Somiedo 6 — 0.667 — 0.167 0.167 — — —
Aller 20 — 0.550 — 0.450 — — — —
Caso 6 — 0.333 — 0.667 — — — —

Total 32 — 0.531 — 0.438 0.031 — — —

R. p. pyrenaica
Peña Forca 6 0.083 0.583 — 0.250 — — — 0.083
Bixaurin 15 0.367 0.567 — — — — — 0.067
Anayet 10 0.350 0.500 — 0.150 — — — —
Biñamala 15 0.433 0.433 — 0.033 — — 0.033 0.067
Monte Perdido 3 0.167 0.667 — 0.167 — — — —
Liena 11 0.227 0.636 0.045 0.091 — — — —
Punta Suelsa 8 0.313 0.375 — 0.313 — — — —
Posets 15 0.330 0.533 — 0.067 — 0.033 0.033 —
Maladeta 15 0.167 0.633 — 0.167 — — 0.033 —

Total 98 0.296 0.541 0.005 0.112 — 0.005 0.015 0.026

R. pyrenaica 130 0.223 0.539 0.004 0.192 0.008 0.004 0.011 0.020

Abbreviation: N, number of animals.
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The Da distance is a recommended distance measure for
closely related or small populations. The robustness of
the tree was evaluated by carrying out 1000 bootstrap
iterations.

Rupy-DRB1 nucleotide sequences were analyzed and
aligned in BIO EDIT version 5.0.9 (Hall, 1999) and
translated into the corresponding amino acid sequences
using the MEGA software package (Kumar et al., 2004).
Amino acid positions involved in peptide binding were
identified by comparison with the peptide-binding
groove structure of humans (Brown et al., 1993). The
relative frequencies of nonsynonymous (dN) and synon-
ymous (dS) substitutions were calculated for the PBR and
non-PBR for the whole exon and for the b-sheet and the
a-helix segments according to Nei and Gojobori (1986)
method and using the Jukes and Cantor (1969) correc-
tion; the statistical significance of observed differences in
d, dN or dS was tested as described in Kumar et al. (2004).

Phylogenetic relationships between all Pyrenean
chamois alleles (four from Schaschl et al., 2005; eight from
this study) were reconstructed using three independent
phylogenetic methods (neighbor-joining based on Ki-
mura’s two distance parameters; maximum parsimony
and maximum likelihood) by means of MEGA 3.1 (Kumar
et al., 2004), PAUP 4b10 (Swofford, 1998) and PHYLM
2.2.4 (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) software programs.

Divergence times between allelic lineages of chamois
were estimated using a linearized neighbor-joining tree
(Takezaki et al., 1995). The rate used for dating
divergence times was 0.97� 10�9 substitutions per site
per year, estimated substitution rate for DRB including
PBR (Satta et al., 1991). All published sequences of
bighorn sheep (O. canadensis, Ovca), domestic and wild
goat (Capra hircus, Cahi; Capra aegagrus, Caae; Capra
pyrenaica, Capy), musk ox (Ovibos moschatus, Ovmo),
argali (Ovis ammon), mufflon (Ovis orientalis musimon),
Alpine chamois (R. rupicapra, Ruru) and Pyrenean
chamois (R. pyrenaica, Rupy) were included in this

analysis. To give the two domestic species (sheep and
goat) the same weight, the domestic sheep (Ovar)
sequence number was reduced to equal the goat
sequence number, and selected to reflect all the major
allelic types described so far. Alleles grouped within a
major type differ by less than five amino acid substitu-
tions, and the first two digits after the asterisk specify
which major allelic type the allele belongs to; for a
revision table see Konnai et al. (2003). Relative support of
the branching order was estimated using bootstrap
analysis with 1000 iterations.

Results

Genetic variability of the Iberian Pyrenean chamois
PCR–SSCP and sequence analysis of the Rupy-DRB1
gene in the two Iberian subspecies of Pyrenean chamois
allowed us to detect eight distinct alleles (GenBank
accession numbers AY212149; AY212150; AY212152-
AY212157). We gave each allele a name based on its
sequence: Rupy-DRB1*01 to Rupy-DRB1*08. Among the
most frequent alleles, alleles Rupy-DRB1*02 and Rupy-
DRB1*04 were shared by both Iberian subspecies, but
allele Rupy-DRB1*01, quite frequent in most of the
Pyrenean populations, was absent in parva, and allele
Rupy-DRB1*05 was absent in pyrenaica (see Table 1).
In total, seven and three alleles were detected in the
P. p. pyrenaica and P. p. parva subspecies, respectively,
although ne, a measure which takes into account allele
frequencies, was quite similar in both subspecies: 2.54
and 2.11, respectively. To cope with uneven sample sizes
(98 and 32 animals), allelic richness was standardized by
the rarefaction method. We estimated this parameter
from a sample of 64 gene copies corresponding to the
smallest sample size studied (the smallest group com-
prising 32 individuals, that is 64 gene copies). In this
case, the number of alleles for R. p. pyrenaica subspecies

Table 2 Genetic diversity measures estimated for R. p. pyrenaica and R. p. parva subspecies

Subspecies and locations N n ne Ho He F Hardy–Weinberg exact test (P)a

R. p. parva
Somiedo 6 3 2.00 0.667 0.500 �0.334 —
Aller 20 2 1.98 0.200 0.495 0.596 0.009**
Caso 6 2 1.80 0.667 0.444 �0.502 —

Total 32 3 2.11 0.375 0.525 0.286 0.094

R. p. pyrenaica
Peña Forca 6 4 2.40 0.833 0.583 �0.423 —
Bixaurin 15 3 2.17 0.667 0.54 �0.235 0.793
Anayet 10 3 2.53 0.700 0.605 �0.157 1.000
Biñamala 15 5 2.62 0.667 0.618 �0.079 0.687
Monte Perdido 3 3 2.00 0.667 0.500 �0.334 —
Liena 11 4 2.14 0.545 0.533 �0.022 1.000
Punta Suelsa 8 3 2.98 0.875 0.664 �0.317 —
Posets 15 5 2.49 0.467 0.598 0.219 0.324
Maladeta 15 4 2.18 0.667 0.542 �0.230 1.000

Total 98 7 2.54 0.653 0.606 �0.077 0.707 (70.029)

Total 130 8 2.65 0.585 0.623 0.062

Abbreviations: F, fractional reduction of heterozygosity; He, expected heterozygosity; Ho, observed heterozygosity; N, number of animals;
n, number of alleles; ne, effective number of alleles.
aOnly calculated in locations with NX10.
**Po0.01.
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was five, still higher than the three alleles detected in
R. p. parva. Notably, only two alleles were detected in the
Aller and Caso Cantabrian subpopulations.

Although observed heterozygosity (Ho) was higher
than expected from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (He),
there were few significant deviations from Hardy–
Weinberg expectations, with the exception of the Aller
population of R. p. parva, where there was a significant
deficit of heterozygotes (Po0.01) (Table 2).

The Da genetic distance (Nei et al., 1983) between the
three Cantabrian subpopulations averaged 0.1133,
whereas it averaged 0.0795 between the nine Pyrenean
subpopulations, so the Cantabrian subpopulations were
more different from one another than the Pyrenean
subpopulations. In fact, three main clusters could
be observed in the dendrogram based on Da distances
(Figure 2): the two eastern Cantabrian subpopulations, the
western subpopulation and the Pyrenean ones. However,
although all Pyrenean subpopulations cluster together,
there is little geographical clustering among them.

Evolution of the MhcRupy-DRB1 gene
At the sequence level, we found that 26 of the 237
nucleotidic sites (11%) analyzed were variable, and

17 sites out of 79 (21.5%) of the inferred amino acid
sequences were variable. Fourteen out of seventeen
variable amino acid sites (82.35%) were found within
the putative PBR (see Figures 3a and 4). Although the
number of alleles in the Pyrenean chamois was small,
the difference between these alleles was relatively large,
with a difference in amino acid sequence of 4–13 amino
acids.

The most frequent allele in both subspecies (Rupy-
DRB*02) had two amino acid residues unique to chamois
alleles in comparison with other ruminants: amino acid L
in position 37 and F in position 78; for comparative tables
see Jugo and Vicario (2000). Moreover, among ruminants
position 41 was polymorphic only in chamois. The
relative frequency of nonsynonymous substitutions for
the PBR region was seven times that of synonymous
substitutions (dN/dS¼ 7.23) (see Table 3). As it has been
proposed that the b-strand and the a-helical regions in
the first domain of polymorphic class II b-chains have
different evolutionary histories, we estimated the sub-
stitutions for these two regions independently. The
number of replacement sites in the a-helix was similar
to that of the b-sheet at the PBR in the two species. The
number of synonymous changes within exon 2 of both
Rupicapra species alleles falls far below the rate of
substitutions of other ruminants. These findings suggest

Figure 2 Neighbor-joining tree based on Da genetic distance for the
12 chamois populations included in the study.

11         21         31         41         51         61         71         81 
                          |   |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |  

pyr  par
+  + +               + +  +    ++         +         +   + +   +  + + +  +   +   ++  ++

Rupy-DRB1*01 LEY HKSECHFFNG TERVRFLDRY FHNGEEFVRF NSDWGEYRAV AELGRPTAEH WNSQKEILEQ RRAEVDTVCR HNYGVV  0.296 0.000
Rupy-DRB1*02 ... .......... .......... ......L... D......... .......... .........R ...A...F.. .....G  0.541 0.531 
Rupy-DRB1*10              ... .......... .......... .......... D......... .......... .........R ...A...Y.. .....G
Rupy-DRB1*12              ... .......... .......... .......... D......... ......A..Q .........R ...A...... .....G
Rupy-DRB1*03 ... S......... .......... .......... D.....F... ......A..Q .........R .......Y.. .....G  0.005 0.000 
Rupy-DRB1*04 ... S......... .......... .Y....YA.. .......... .....RD... .......... T..A...Y.. .....G  0.112 0.438
Rupy-DRB1*08 ... S......... .....L.... .Y....YA.. .......... ......D..Y .......... ...A...Y.. .....G  0.026 0.000 
Rupy-DRB1*11              ... S......... .....L.... .Y....YA.. .......... .......... .......... ...A...Y.. ......
Rupy-DRB1*06 ... .......... .........F .Y....YL.. .......... ......D... .......... T..A...Y.. .....G  0.005 0.000 
Rupy-DRB1*13              ... .......... .......... .Y....YA.. .......... ......D..Y .......... T..A...Y.. .....G
Rupy-DRB1*05 ... T.K....... .......... .......... D......... .....RD... .......... T......... ......  0.000 0.031
Rupy-DRB1*07   ... T.K....... .......... .......... D......... ......D..Y .........R T......... .....G  0.015 0.000

  8   

Figure 3 Alignment of amino acid sequences encoded by the eight DRB exon 2 alleles of Pyrenean chamois (R. pyrenaica) detected in this
work. A point is used to show identity to Rupy-DRB1*01. Amino acid residues forming the putative PBR (Brown et al., 1993) are identified by
a cross. Allele frequencies in each subspecies have been included (pyr, pyrenaica; par, parva). Alleles detected by Schaschl et al. (2005) have also
been included for comparative purposes.

0101 BoLA-DRB3*

Rupy-DRB1*05 

Rupy-DRB1*07 

Rupy-DRB1*01 

Rupy-DRB1*10 

Rupy-DRB1*02 

Rupy-DRB1*12 

Rupy-DRB1*03 

Rupy-DRB1*13 
Rupy-DRB1*06 

Rupy-DRB1*04 

Rupy-DRB1*11 

Rupy-DRB1*08 

Figure 4 Neighbor-joining tree for the second exon of Pyrenean
chamois DRB alleles. The eight alleles detected in this study and
four alleles from Schaschl et al. (2005) have been included. The tree
has been rooted with a bovine sequence. The topology of the tree is
supported by bootstrap P-values (1000 iterations). Values below
represent bootstrap values of maximum parsimony and maximum
likelihood analysis, in this order.
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that the diversity of Rupicapra alleles has evolved more
recently than that of other ruminant species.

Figure 4 depicts the phylogenetic relationship of all
R. pyrenaica alleles with a bovine allele as an outgroup.
Two main clusters could be discerned, with one of them
being subdivided into several subgroups. Although
some branches were not supported by the bootstrap
analysis, it seemed that the Pyrenean chamois DRB1
sequences represented at least three major allelic
lineages, defined as clades with 470% boostrap support:
Rupy-DRB1*5 and Rupy-DRB1*7; Rupy-DRB1*08, Rupy-
DRB1*11, Rupy-DRB1*04 Rupy-DRB1*06 and Rupy-
DRB1*13; and Rupy-DRB1*02 and Rupy-DRB1*10. Fig-
ure 5 presents a linearized neighbor-joining tree with all
known Rupicapra alleles and homologous class II DRB
exon 2 sequences from other caprinids. The R. rupicapra
and R. pyrenaica alleles were intermingled: all alleles
formed one of two monophyletic groups, and were not
scattered among alleles from other species. Interestingly,
a very well supported old allelic lineage including some
sheep alleles, a few goat alleles and the mufflon sequence
could be identified in this tree.

Discussion

Our analysis of the second exon of the DRB1 gene of the
MHC region has detected low levels of genetic diversity
in the Iberian chamois, with a total of only 8 alleles in 130
animals, 7 alleles in R. p. pyrenaica and 3 alleles in R. p.
parva. The lower number of alleles of R. p. parva remained
after applying the rarefaction method, which standar-
dizes the number of alleles to that of the smallest sample
size. This number contrasts with other Caprinae such as
R. rupicapra (19 alleles in 59 chamois) or bighorn sheep,
where Gutierrez-Ezpeleta et al. (2001) identified a total of
21 alleles in 213 animals. On the other hand, a similar low
value was found in the bottlenecked Spanish ibex, with
only six different DRB1 alleles (Amills et al., 2004) and
the endangered Arabian oryx (Hedrick et al., 2000) with
three alleles.

Expected heterozygosity (He) was 0.609 in R. p.
pyrenaica and slightly lower in R. p. parva, He¼ 0.525.
These values are quite similar to those observed in other
Alpine species such as Capra pyrenaica victoriae and Capra
pyrenaica hispanica, with values of 0.659 and 0.562,

respectively (Amills et al., 2004). The total heterozygosity
of R. rupicapra was higher (He¼ 0.866) (Schaschl et al.,
2004), but in this case simultaneous amplification of
alleles from duplicated MHC loci could have inflated
heterozygosity.
Two of the most common alleles in R. p. pyrenaica,

Rupy-DRB1*02 and Rupy-DRB1*04, were also the most
common alleles in R. p. parva (frequencies of 0.531 and
0.438) and, interestingly, these alleles were shared by
R. pyrenaica and R. rupicapra (Schaschl et al., 2005). Such
sharing of alleles is uncommon in ruminants, but might be
explained by some form of conservative selection, as
suggested by Doxiadis et al. (2006) to account for the
pattern in rhesus and cynomolgus macaques, which share a
large repertoire of identical Mhc class II exon 2 sequences.
It is estimated that Alpine and southern chamois split

around 1.6þ 0.3 million years ago, based on divergence
in the cytochrome b DNA sequence calibrated using
the Myotragus subfossil (Lalueza-Fox et al., 2005). Among
ruminants, this divergence time is similar to that
between American bison and domestic cattle, which
evolved from a common ancestor 1–1.5 million years ago
(Loftus et al., 1994). Although the sequence motifs were
virtually identical, none of the DRB alleles was shared
between these species (Mikko et al., 1997; Traul et al.,
2005), in contrast to our results.
The significant heterozygote deficiency (Po0.01) in the

Aller population could be due to the presence of one or
more nonamplifying null alleles, or because two different
alleles have the same SSCP pattern. A second possibility
is that the population is subdivided so that the
heterozygosity is depressed by a Wahlund effect.
The extremely low MHC diversity of the parva

subspecies could be the effect of one or more bottlenecks.
In fact, this population has suffered several documented
reductions, the most severe of them due to widespread
hunting in the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War, when
the population was reduced to fewer than 100 indivi-
duals (Nores and Vazquez, 1987), and more recently due
to a sarcoptic mange outbreak that began in 1993 which
reduced the population size by between 54 and 79% in
some areas (Gonzalez-Quirós et al., 2002). Only two
alleles were detected in the Cantabrian populations of
Aller (n¼ 20 animals) and Caso (n¼ 6 animals). This
number is even lower than the three alleles detected in

Table 3 Jukes and Cantor corrected proportions of dS and dN substitutions

PBR Non-PBR

dN dS dN/dS Z (P)a dN dS dN/dS Z (P)

R. pyrenaica
Full sequence 0.188 (0.050) 0.026 (0.018) 7.23 3.63*** (0.000) 0.018 (0.012) 0.005 (0.005) 3.60 1.041 (0.150)
b-sheet 0.240 (0.098) 0.000 (0.000) NA 2.589*** (0.005) 0.010 (0.007) 0.000 (0.000) NA 1.409 (0.081)
a-helix 0.215 (0.105) 0.065 (0.047) 3.31 1.750* (0.041) 0.030 (0.031) 0.000 (0.000) NA 0.982 (0.164)

R. rupicaprab

Full sequence 0.163 (0.045) 0.011 (0.008) 14.81 3.455*** (0.000) 0.023 (0.009) 0.007 (0.005) 3.29 1.425 (0.078)
b-sheet 0.232 (0.101) 0.018 (0.025) 12.88 2.346** (0.010) 0.012 (0.06) 0.010 (0.012) 1.2 0.424 (0.192)
a-helix 0.155 (0.053) 0.008 (0.009) 19.38 2.814*** (0.003) 0.049 (0.027) 0.000 (0.000) NA 2.017* (0.023)

Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; PBR, peptide-binding regions.
Significance was estimated using the Z test. Rupicapra pyrenaica sequences are from this work (8 sequences) and from Schaschl et al. (2005)
(4 sequences); Rupicapra rupicapra sequences are from Schaschl et al. (2004) (19 sequences).
aSignificance: *Po0.05; **Po0.01 and ***Po0.001.
bThe presence of alleles from two loci cannot be discarded.
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the endangered oryx (Hedrick et al., 2000). Interestingly,
these neighboring game reserves were affected by the
sarcoptic mange epidemic (Fernández-Morán et al.,
1997), but Somiedo was not. Recently bottlenecked
populations are likely to have lost rare alleles, but may
still contain substantial heterozygosity and quantitative
genetic variation, which are lost more slowly than allelic
variation (Luikart et al., 1998). Accordingly, no low-
frequency alleles have been detected in the Cantabrian
populations.

Although observed heterozygosity exceeded neutral
expectations for most subpopulations, none showed a
statistically significant excess of heterozygotes. On the
other hand, amino acid diversity at functionally im-
portant sites indicates the strength of selection over
evolutionary time scales. For R. pyrenaica, the dN/dS ratio
for PBR across all DRB alleles is 7.23 (Po0.001). The
number of replacement sites is roughly equally split
between the a-helix and b-sheet, implying comparable
selection in these two regions.

The phylogenetic trees revealed that the Pyrenean
chamois alleles comprise at least three major allelic
lineages, all of which were also present in the Alpine
chamois. Their origin therefore appears to predate the
divergence of the two species. In a comparison with DRB
sequences of other Caprinae, chamois alleles form two
monophyletic groups. Most of the alleles belong to one of
the ancient lineages, exclusive to chamois, which may
recently have split into two. The tree topology also
suggests that most of the allelic diversity of the chamois
lineages evolved after the split from other taxa. One
possible explanation is a difference in the selective
environment for these two sister species.
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